Editor\u27s Postscript & 奥付 by 吉岡 リサ
  Kawasaki Journal of Medical Welfare strives to provide a forum where inquiring minds can share 
their expert knowledge and deep insights into academic topics generally pertaining to medical welfare 
as topics of vital concern to us all.  
  Contributing scholars who present their arduous efforts made in probing deeply for truth and 
scientific integrity stand to advance their area of research to new heights through publication. 
The Editorial Committee would like to extend its deepest appreciation to all of the contributors 
represented in this current issue.
  The compilation was made possible by the efforts of many who readily cooperated by donating 
their valuable time for screening and review.  From the physical distribution of papers to informed 
and thoughtful comments, the Editorial Committee would like to thank the many hands these papers 
passed through along the scrupulous step-by-step process to publication.
  While the Japanese publication provides vast domestic resources for the latest research on many 
topics of concern in medical and welfare services, the Editorial Committee would also like to give 
a special round of applause to scholars who gave even more of their valuable time to submit their 
work in English for publication.  This added effort helps to put these publications into the wider and 
sometimes more advantageous international spotlight.  We greatly encourage other scholars to follow 
suit in upcoming editions.  Please contact the Editorial Committee for advice and assistance in this 
regard.
  In the constant quest for high quality papers, we urge serious-minded scholars to consider 
submitting their work to the Kawasaki Journal of Medical Welfare for publication.  We look forward 
to offering a voice to the world for your efforts and laudable achievements.
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